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Introduction 
Potato (SolanumtuberosumL.), belonging to the family Solanaceae, 

is an important food and cash crop ranking fourth after maize, wheat 
and rice annual production in the world [1,2]. It is the world’s number 
one none-grain crop to ensure food security due to its growing demand 
[3]. It is a high biological value crop that gives an exceptionally high 
yield with more nutritious content per unit area per unit time than 
any other major crops. Thus, it can play a remarkable role in human 
diet as a supplement to other food crops such as wheat and rice [4]. 
Furthermore, the contribution of potato to the diversification of the 
cereal mono-cropping in Bale is great. 

Despite the importance of potato in the country agriculture, 
its productivity has shown a decreasing trend even if its production 
is expanding steadily [5,6]. One of the major factors contributing to 
reduction in yield of potato is inadequacy of improved cultivars with 
wide adaptability and stability in tuber yield. Thus, evaluating genotypes 
across various environments for their stability of performance and 
range of adaptation is crucial and is an important component of the 
research activity of the national as well as regional research program. 

Evaluating genotypes over diverse environments is universal 
practice to ensure the stability of performance of the genotypes [7]. 
Stability in performance is one of the most desirable properties of a 
genotype to be released as a variety for wide cultivation [8]. However, 
the activity of identification, selection and recommendation of 
superior genotypes is complicated and severely limited by genotype 
× environment interaction that is inevitable in multi-environmental 
trails [9-13]. The presence of genotype x environment interaction may 
confound the genotypic performance with environmental effects [14].

Several statistical models and procedures have been developed and 
exploited for studying the genotype x environment interaction effects, 
stability of genotypes and their relationships in varietal development 
process [9,11,15]. A combined analysis of variance (ANOVA) can 
quantify the interactions, and describe the main effects. However, it is 
uninformative for explaining genotype x environment interaction. To 
increase accuracy, additive main effects and multiplicative interaction 
(AMMI) is the model of first choice when main effects and interaction 
are both important [13]. It is a powerful tool for effective analysis 
and interpretation of multi-environment data structure in breeding 

programs and is useful for understanding genotype x environment 
interaction [7,9]. Plant breeders frequently apply AMMI model for 
explaining genotype x environment interaction and analyzing the 
performance of genotypes and test environments [16,17]. Therefore, 
this paper assesses genotype x environment interaction and tuber 
yield stability of potato genotypes under Bale highlands, Southeastern 
Ethiopia.

Material and Methods 
In this experiment, twelve genotypes of potato were evaluated in 

randomized complete block design with three replications at Sinana, 
Shallo and Dinsho during 2009, 2010 and 2011. The plot area used was 
3m x 3m with the spacing of 30 cm within rows and 75 cm between rows 
respectively. The sample data were recorded from the two middle rows. 
All agronomic and cultural practices were followed as per the general 
recommendation. No attempt was made to control the late blight with 
fungicide. At physiological maturity, the tubers were harvested from 
two middle rows and washed with clean tap water to remove soils. 
The clean tubers were sorted and graded into large, medium and small 
based on their size. The weight of the tubers per plot (kg) was recorded 
and their mean was subjected to analysis. 

Statistical analysis 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out on tuber mean on 
plot basis and pooled over locations and seasons using the Generalized 
Linear Model (GLM) procedures of the Statistical Analysis System 
(SAS) version, 9.1.3 [18]. The Additive Main Effects and Multiplicative 
Interactions (AMMI) statistical model was produced using Irristat 
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Abstract
The problem of genotype by environment interactions that often complicates the interpretation of multi-locations trail analysis 

making the prediction of genotype performance difficult can be eased with the adoption of the Additive Main Effects and Multiplication 
Interaction (AMMI) model analysis. The AMMI model was used to evaluate tuber yield stability of twelve potato (Solanumtuberosum 
L.) genotypes in randomized complete block design with three replications at Sinana, Shallo and Dinsho during 2009, 2010 and 2011. 
The objectives were to estimate the nature and magnitude of GEI for tuber yield and to identify stable potato genotypes for general 
adaptation and unstable genotypes for specific adaptation. Combined analysis of variance showed highly significant difference 
between the genotypes, locations and GEI. Proportion of variation captured by genotypes, locations and GEI is 13.65, 51.64 and 
34.81, respectively indicating more effects of locations as compared to genotypes. 
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The AMMI analysis of variance showed that all the components 
were highly significant (Table 1). The environment had the greatest 
effect and accounted for 51.94% of the total sum squares; genotypes 
accounted for 13.65% and GXEI had accounted for 34.41% which is 
the next highest contribution. A large sum of squares for environments 
indicates that the environments were diverse, with large difference 
among environmental means causing most of the variation in tuber 
yield. The variation in soil moisture across the different environment 
was considered as the major underlying causal factor for the GXE 
interaction. The magnitude of the GEI sum of squares was 2.52 times 
larger than that for genotypes, indicating that there were substantial 
differences in genotype response across environments. Results from 
AMMI analysis (Table 1) also showed that the first principal component 
axis (PCA 1) of the interaction captured 38.94% of the interaction sum 
of squares. Similarly, the second principal component axis (PCA 2) 
explained a further 27.75% of the GEI sum of squares. Furthermore, 
PCA 1 and PCA 2 had sum squares greater than that of genotypes. 

The mean squares for the PCA1 and PCA 2 were significant at 
p=0.01 and cumulatively contributed to 66.69% of the total GEI. 
Both the IPCA 1 and IPCA 2 scores revealed that genotype 8 was the 
most stable genotype. Similarly, the calculated ASV indicated that 
genotype is the only stable genotype while others showed considerable 
interaction with the environments (Table 1). So, genotype 8 showed 
negligible interaction and is found to be the most stable genotype 
showing broad adaptation across environments. The rest genotypes 

software [19] to analyze the yield data and to produce biplot that shows 
both main and interaction effects for both genotypes and environments. 

Furthermore, AMMI’s stability value (ASV) was calculated in order 
to rank genotypes in terms of stability using the formula suggested 
by Purchase (1997) as shown below: where, SS = Sum of squares; 
IPCA1 = interaction principal component analysis axis 1and IPCA2 = 
interaction principal component analysis axis 2 (Figure 2).

Results and Discussion 
Combined analysis of variance showed that there was a highly 

significant difference (p<0.01) among the genotypes for their tuber 
yield indicating that there is fluctuation of genotypes in their response 
to the different environments. Because of the highly significant 
difference existing in tuber yield among the genotypes, the AMMI 
analysis was used to estimate the highest stable genotypes. The majority 
of the total variation was accounted for by location (27.60%) while that 
of genotype is only 9.56%. This variability may be due to the variability 
of soil and rainfall across locations. 

Figure 1: Biplot of IPCA 1 against IPCA2 for both genotypes and 
environments.

Figure 2: IPCA 1 scores ploted against tuber mean yield of the 12 geno-
types evaluated in 9 environments. 
E1= Sinana 2009, E2= Shallo 2009, E3= Dinsho 2009, 
E4=Sinana 2010, E5= Shallo 2010, E6=Dinsho 2010, 
E7=Sinana 2011, E8=Shallo 2011, E9=Dinsho 2011, 

Source                                                                    DF SS MS F Value                 
Explained 
(%)

GEN 11       5198.75229       472.61384            5.72***                    9.56

LOC 2     15009.47866    7504.73933           90.81***                  27.60

Year 2 3499.53862      1749.76931         21.17 ***                   6.44

LY (REP)                18 1600.53208          88.91845           1.07 ns                      2.94

GEN*LOC              22 3584.42150       162.92825            1.97 **                     6.59

GEN*Year              22 3553.21118       161.50960            1.95**                      6.53

LOC*Year                4      1274.04735       318.51184            3.85**                      2.34

GEN*LOC*Year    44 5966.98924      135.61339            1.64**                     10.97

Error 198 14700.16631        74.24326

Corrected Total    323 54387.13723

TREATMENTS 11 1732.92        157.538                                    13.65

ENVIRONMENT 8          6594.35         824.294                                   51.94

TREATMENT X 

SITES     

88 4368.21         49.6387                                  34.41

AMMI COMPO-

NENT 1    

18 1701.01         94.5004     2.480**               38.94

AMMI COMPO-

NENT 2    

16 1212.20         75.7624     2.812**                27.75

AMMI COMPO-

NENT 3    

14 682.203         48.7288     2.522**                15.62

AMMI COMPO-

NENT 4    

12 381.963         31.8302     2.280**                  8.74

GXE RESIDUAL               28 390.836

TOTAL  107  12695.5

*** highly significant; **significant , ns=non-significant at p<0.001; df= degree 
freedom. SS= Sum of Square, MS= Mean Square, Gen= Genotype and LOC= 
Location. 
Table 1: The analysis of variance and AMMI of tuber yield for 12 potato geno-
types tested over three locations.
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showing considerable interaction with the environments were highly 
interactive and were highly unstable across environments. According 
to SVA calculated, the most unstable genotype is 7 followed by 11, 5, 10 
and 3. The underlying causes of the interaction observed can therefore 
be based on both the genetic differences between these genotypes. 
Except the local check, which gave the lowest tuber yield, most of the 
unstable genotypes had the best performance in their tuber yield. The 
AMMI biplot provides a visual expression of the relationships between 
the first interaction principal component axis (IPCA1) and means of 
genotypes and environments (Figure 1) with the biplot accounting 
for up to 78.99% of the total sum of squares. Genotype, Environment 
and PCA 1 respectively accounted for 13.65%, 51.94% and 13.39% of 
the total sum of squares. Genotypes 7, 11, 10 and 5 were the highest 
yielding but most unstable genotypes. Genotype 3 was the low yield 
unstable genotype. 

In conclusion, the AMMI analysis showed the presence of 
Genotype X Environment interactions among the 12 potato genotypes. 
Genotype 2 was found to be the most stable high yielding genotype. 
It is found useful to use other stability parameters in assessing the 
stability of potato (Solanumtuberosum L.) genotypes under the studied 
environments of South East Ethiopia. Although AMMI was found to be 
more informative in depicting the adaptive response of the genotypes 
[20-22], the joint regression analysis also remains a good option (Table 
2).
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 Yield          AMMI 

model

Genotype Code t/ha Rank IPCA1 IPCA2 ASV Rank

Hunde 1 27.02 8 -1.724 0.9620 2.603 7

392637-500 4 22.04 10 -1.435 0.6476 2.115 5

90147-15 7 26.80 9 3.669 3.290 6.110 12

90170-37 10 26.33 4 -2.187 -2.148 3.746 10

394640-539 2 29.21 2 0.6317 -1.070 1.390 2

387967-3 5 30.27 1 1.754 -3.079 3.942 9

390012-2 8 26.82 7 0.2655 -0.1682 0.409 1

Jalane 11 30.00 3 -2.732 1.533 4.129 11

Local 3 16.94 12 2.004 -1.538 3.205 8

90147-46 6 20.18 11 1.403 0.8300 2.137 6

Ararsa 9 26.88 6 -0.8574 0.7024 1.393 3

90147-41 12 28.93 5 -0.5522 1.632 1.807 4

ASV= AMMI stability Value, t/ha= tone per hectare 
Table 2: Mean tuber yield (t/ha), scores for AMMI and rank of 12 potato genotypes tested for 3 years per location in Southeastern Ethiopia during 2009-2011.
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